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ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD

日本ビジネス史事典　第２版
Historical Dictionary of Japanese 
Business 2nd edition
Historical Dictionaries of Professions and Industries

By Stuart D. B. Picken

Japan, although now listed as the world’s third-largest economy after that of the US 
and China, has been too readily dismissed in the late th century as a spent force. 
This is as unfortunate as it is incorrect for a number of reasons. First, while China is 
expanding economically, an enormous amount of the impetus for development 
as well as logistical support is coming from large numbers of Japanese corpora-
tions operating in the PRC. Major Japanese enterprises such as Toyota, Sony, and 
Honda are already in China or are in the process of establishing a presence there. 
The export of Japanese technology remains an important contribution to China’s 
development. The benchmark of product quality within Asia and in some areas 
beyond has been set by Japanese industrial standards.
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20世紀における保全とグローバリゼーション
International Organizations and 
Environmental Protection: 
Conservation and Globalization 
in the Twentieth Century
Environment in History: International Perspectives, 11

Edited by Wolfram Kaiser and Jan-Henrik Meyer

This volume is the fi rst to comprehensively explore the environmental activities of 
regional bodies, professional communities, the United Nations, NGOs, and other 
international organizations during the th century.
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Hardback
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市民経済：市場に対する新たな発想
Civil Economy: 
Another Idea of the Market
By Luigino Bruni and Stefano Zamagni

Drawing on the Italian tradition of civic humanism, political economists Luigino 
Bruni and Stefano Zamagni, advocate the need for a more well-mannered type of 
economic market—a civil economy—which places well-being, virtue and the com-
mon good alongside more familiar economic goals like market share, increased 
productivity and competitiveness. This book distils much of the authors’ own work 
over the past  years to provide a much-needed introduction to the civil economy 
approach. It explores its origins and development, examines the thought and ideas 
of some of its pioneers and main representatives, and explains the many diff erent 
fi elds of application of the civil economy, from the determination of gross domestic 
product to the management of common goods, from welfare to the organization 
of production and consumption.

January 2017
192 pages

Hardback
9781911116639
£60.00 

Paperback
9781911116646
£16.99

英EU離脱の政治経済学
The Political Economy of Brexit
Edited by David Bailey and Leslie Budd

This collection of essays explores the ramifi cations of Brexit for the UK and Euro-
pean economies.  The contributors consider the impact of a weaker and less-in-
fl uential UK economy and provide an important fi rst step in assessing the threats 
and challenges that a Brexit poses for the UK and wider EU economy. Questions 
addressed include those dealing with the impact on the manufacturing industries, 
funding for regional development outside of London, and on wages and labour 
regulations.  Relations between the UK and its closest EU neighbor; the Scottish 
question; and how the City will maintain its position as Europe's fi nancial center 
are also addressed.

Agenda is a new independent publisher of books and jour-
nals in economics and political economy for students and 
lecturers in institutions of education worldwide.

Agenda’s publishing aims to facilitate access to economic 
ideas for a readership that has traditionally found them for-
bidding and inaccessible, whether in the wider social sci-
ences or in the public square, yet who nevertheless wish to 
gain a greater understanding of how the economy works. 
As well as opening up the work of mainstream economics, 
Agenda’s program also represents the work of other tra-
ditions and methodologies, as well as more ethically- and 
historically-informed studies.

All our books go through a rigorous process of peer review 
commensurate with the best scholarly publishing and we 
aim to add value throughout the production process.

Our � rst list is a good representation of what the coming 
years will bring, ranging as it does from textbooks, short 
primers, policy-focused books to edited collections and 
research monographs. With many series initiatives under-
way—in political economy, economic geography, femi-
nist economics, heterodox economics, regional studies, 
� nance and the history of economic thought—we look 
forward to seeing the publishing grow and mature into a 
list to rank alongside the best.

We would be delighted to hear from potential authors 
excited by the prospect of working with a new publisher 
and the opportunity to help shape a new list at a time 
when the economy has never more needed to be better 
understood.

 今回の出版社紹介 agendapublishing
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音楽の経済学
The Economics of Music
The Economics of Big Business

By Peter Tschmuck

This book off ers a concise, rigorous presentation of the economic fundamentals 
of the music industry in particular and the music economy in general. It highlights 
the economic principles that govern the music business as an economic good pro-
tected by copyright law. The book examines the core sectors of the industry—music 
publishing, sound recording, the live music market and secondary markets such as 
advertising and merchandising—and shows how they operate together. It includes 
analysis of the income streams of musicians and the wider music lobby. The impact of 
digitization and the economic relevance of new digital formats is given special atten-
tion—download services, streaming platforms, mobile music providers, cloud music 
services as well as music recognition and recommendation systems are all discussed.

21世紀の資本の矛盾：ピケティのチャンス
The Contradictions of Capital in the 
Twenty-First Century: The Piketty 
Opportunity
Edited by Pat Hudson and Keith Tribe

This volume of essays builds upon renewed interest stimulated by the publication 
in  of Thomas Piketty’s Capital in the Twenty-First Century. It brings together an 
international team of leading economic historians and economists to provide a 
comprehensive overview of global developments in the theory, practice and policy 
of inequality, and its place in the modern world order. The contributors take stock 
of the key concepts involved—capital, wealth and income, inequality, economic 
development, fi nancialization—and evaluate the evidence for historical trends in 
existing national statistical data sources. To the developed economies upon which 
Piketty drew are added contributions covering Latin America, Africa, India and Ja-
pan, providing a global perspective upon a global phenomenon.

March 2017
240 pages

Hardback
9781911116035
£60.00

連邦準備銀行とその創立者たち：ウォール街の米ドル管理
The Federal Reserve and its Founders: 
Wall Street’s Control of US Currency
By Richard A. Naclerio

The US Federal Reserve has been with us for just over  years. Founded in re-
sponse to a major economic panic, it has played a key role in the world economy 
ever since, including the recent global economic downturn.  To fully understand 
the Federal Reserve and its role today we need to examine its origins and the men 
that founded it. Using extensive archival sources, Richard Naclerio investigates the 
highly secretive events that surrounded the Fed’s creation and the bankers, fi nan-
ciers and economists that played a fundamental part in shaping both its organiza-
tion and the role it was to play over the next century.
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行動経済学
Behavioural Economics
The Economy: Key Ideas

By Graham Mallard

The book explores how behavioural economics has advanced our understanding of 
human preferences, including notions of fairness, reciprocity and inequality aversion. 
The mental processes involved in decision making, which can vary with the complex-
ity of the decision and ability of the decision-maker to process the information, are 
also examined. The book also looks at how fi ndings from behavioural economics have 
been used to alter the decisions people make (i.e. nudging).

生活賃金
The Living Wage
The Economy: Key Ideas

By Donald Hirsch and Laura Valadez-Martinez

This short primer traces the origins of the concept of the living wage and seeks 
to explain the current rise in its fortunes as an economic instrument with a social 
objective. It examines its impace on labour markets and wage levels, explores how 
it has been applied, and assesses whether it is an eff ective measure for raising living 
standards. Drawing on case studies from France, the Netherlands, the US and the 
UK, the book off ers a broad-ranging analysis of the debates, policy developments, 
and limitations of wage fl oors in developed economies.

July 2017
192 pages

Hardback
9781911116233
£50.00

Paperback
9781911116240
£15.00

武器の経済学
The Economics of Arms
The Economics of Big Business

By Keith Hartley

The book begins by defi ning the industry, explaining why the sector is important, 
outlining its prime contractors and key supply chains. Its cost categories (from R&D 
to maintenance), the role of technical innovation, and the sector’s dependence 
on the monopsony buying power of Government, are all examined. The Military-
Industrial-Political-Complex (MIPC) is unpacked and the behaviour of its major 
agents—national defence agencies, the armed forces, producer groups, political 
agents (voters, political parties and budget-maximising bureaucracies) is scruti-
nised, both in times of confl ict (expansion) and peace (contraction). The book con-
cludes by considering future trends, such as, whether arms industries are better 
under state or private ownership, and how they can meet the challenge of new 
threats in diff erent forms. The discussion throughout is anchored to case studies 
from all parts of the world, including Brazil, Korea, Japan, Russia as well as UK, US 
and Europe.
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トマ・ピケティの21世紀の資本：入門
Thomas Piketty’s Capital in the Twenty First Century: 
An Introduction
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Paperback 9781784786144 £7.99

An introduction to Thomas Piketty’s monumental work  .

Kishtainy, Niall

経済学小史
A Little History of Economics

 pages    :    Yale U.P.
Hardback 9780300206364 US$22.50    

A lively, inviting account of the history of economics, told through 
events from ancient to modern times and the ideas of great thinkers 
in the fi eld  .
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Advanced Introduction to Trade Mark Law
(Elgar Advanced Introductions)

 pages    :    Edward Elgar
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Mann, Geoff 

長期的には、われわれはみんな死んでいる：ケインズ主義、政治経済
学、大改革
In the Long Run We Are All Dead: Keynesianism, Political 
Economy and Revolution

 pages    :    Verso
Hardback 9781784785994 £20.00    

A groundbreaking debunking of moderate attempts to resolve fi -
nancial crises  .

  Miyazaki, Hirokazu & Swedberg, Richard (ed.)

希望の経済
The Economy of Hope

 pages    :    Univ. of Penn. Pr.
Hardback 9780812248692 US$49.95    

In The Economy of Hope, hope becomes not only a method of knowl-
edge but also an essential framework for the sociocultural analysis of 
economic phenomena.  
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Experimental Conversations: Perspectives on Randomized 
Trials in Economic Development
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ROUTLEDGE

ラウトレッジ版　異端経済学ハンドブック
The Routledge Handbook of Heterodox 
Economics
Routledge International Handbooks

Edited by Tae-Hee Jo, et al.

Heterodox economics encompasses a diverse range of traditions with a common 
goal of off ering realistic, coherent, and alternative theoretical frameworks to under-
standing the capitalist economy. The Handbook’s contributions consider various as-
pects of capitalism such as structures, institutions, agency, and causal mechanisms 
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This book off ers a comprehensive global examination of the rela-
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analysis of the transport experience and shows how the public 
transport system, the tourism industry and the environment all ben-
efi t when public transport is widely used by tourists.  
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This book investigates ‘home’ and ‘homeland’ as destinations of tour-
istic journeys and adds to recent scholarly interest in the intersection 
between tourism and migration. It covers the temporary visits and 
journeys in search of home and homelands by migrants, displaced 
people, exiles and diasporic communities.  
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ツーリズムにおける授業と学習ハンドブック
Handbook of Teaching and Learning in 
Tourism
Edited by Pierre Benckendor�  and Anita Zehrer

A burgeoning tourism industry accompanied by a growing demand for employees 
has translated into an increasing need for tourism education to adequately prepare 
the workforce equipped to serve the present and future needs of the industry.
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社会資本と地域開発ハンドブック
Handbook of Social Capital and Regional 
Development
Edited by Hans Westlund

The role of social capital in regional development is a multifaceted topic which is 
studied all over the world using various methods and across numerous disciplines.
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Training in research methods is increasingly important for students 
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子どものためのコミュニズム
Communism for Kids
By Bini Adamczak / Translated by Jacob Blumenfeld and Sophie Lewis

This little book presents political theory in the simple terms of a children’s story, 
accompanied by illustrations of lovable little revolutionaries experiencing their po-
litical awakening. It all unfolds like a story, with jealous princesses, fancy swords, 
displaced peasants, mean bosses, and tired workers–not to mention a Ouija board, 
a talking chair, and a big pot called “the state.” Before they know it, readers are learn-
ing about the economic history of feudalism, class struggles in capitalism, diff erent 
ideas of communism, and more. Finally, competition between two factories leads 
to a crisis that the workers attempt to solve in six diff erent ways (most of them 
borrowed from historic models of communist or socialist change). Each attempt 
fails, since true communism is not so easy after all. But it’s also not that hard. At last, 
the people take everything into their own hands and decide for themselves how 
to continue. Happy ending? Only the future will tell. With an epilogue that goes 
deeper into the theoretical issues behind the story, this book is perfect for all ages 
and all who desire a better world.

December 2016
224 pages

Hardback
9781138677920
£90.00

ROUTLEDGE

アジアとユーラシアにおけるエネルギー安全保障
Energy Security in Asia and Eurasia
Routledge Contemporary Asia

Edited by Mike M. Mochizuki and Deepa M. Ollapally

This book focuses on Asia, where global demand for energy is now concentrated in 
the aspiring and rising powers of the region: China, India, Japan and South Korea, 
and also recognises the importance of Russia as a growing energy supplier. Contri-
butions by experts in the fi eld provide detailed and parallel case studies. Shedding 
light on the ongoing debate in the literature regarding energy outlooks of major 
Asian states, they analyse whether energy policies are expected to evolve along 
market oriented cooperative lines or more competitive and even destructive mer-
cantile, nationalist lines. The book argues that states are not unitary actors even in 
the key energy security arena and there are competing and contrasting viewpoints 
in Asian states on energy security.

December 2016
526 pages

Hardback
9781857437454
£150.00

ROUTLEDGE

エネルギーと気候安全保障への移行ハンドブック
Handbook of Transitions to Energy and 
Climate Security
Routledge International Handbooks

Edited by Robert E. Looney

This title thoroughly discusses the transformation of the energy security policy 
arena brought on by two dramatic developments—the increased potential avail-
ability of energy in many parts of the world on the supply side, and on the demand 
side increasing concerns over the harmful eff ects on the environment brought on 
by the use of fossil fuels.
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International Water Scarcity and Variability: Managing 
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Although media coverage and some scholars tend to cast natural 
resource shortages as leading inexorably toward armed confl ict and 
war, the authors demonstrate that there are many examples of and 
mechanisms for more peaceful dispute resolution regarding natural 
resources, even in the face of water paucity and climate change.  
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For years, environmentalists have insisted that nature is fundamen-
tally good. In this book,  Hale adopts the opposite position—that 
much of the time nature can be bad—in order to show that even 
if nature is cruel, we still need to be environmentally conscientious. 
Hale argues that our unique burden as human beings is that we can 
act for reasons, good or bad.  
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Drawing on preliminary results from a massive study conducted by 
the World Bank to probe the links between stabilization and growth, 
Cooper examines the experience of developing countries faced by 
the oil shocks of the s and the debt crisis of the s.  
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Many cities across the globe are rediscovering their rivers. After de-
cades or even centuries of environmental decline and cultural ne-
glect, waterfronts have been vamped up and become focal points 
of urban life again. This volume traces the complex and winding his-
tory of how cities have appropriated, lost, and regained their rivers.  
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How is the struggle against climate change fi nanced This book gives 
an overview of the key debates that have emerged in the fi eld of 
climate fi nance, including those concerned with effi  ciency, equity, 
justice, and contribution to the public good between developed 
and developing countries.  
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the oil shocks of the s and the debt crisis of the s.  

Kasperson, Roger E. (ed.)  

Risk Conundrums: Solving Unsolvable Problems
(Earthscan Risk in Society)

 pages    :    Routledge
Hardback 9781138956063 £85.00
Paperback 9781138956070 £31.99    

Kauko, Tom J.  

Pricing and Sustainability of Urban Real Estate
 pages    :    Routledge

Hardback 9781472462435 £45.00        

Kershaw, John A. et al.

Forest Mensuration,  5th ed
 pages    :    Wiley

Hardback 9781118902035 US$129.95        

Knoll, Martin et al. (ed.)

失われた河、見いだされた河：都市と河川の関係を再考する
Rivers Lost, Rivers Regained: Rethinking City-River 
Relations

(History of the Urban Environment)

 pages    :    U. of Pittsburgh Pr.
Hardback 9780822944591 US$45.95    

Many cities across the globe are rediscovering their rivers. After de-
cades or even centuries of environmental decline and cultural ne-
glect, waterfronts have been vamped up and become focal points 
of urban life again. This volume traces the complex and winding his-
tory of how cities have appropriated, lost, and regained their rivers.  

Markandya, Anil et al. (ed.)

気候変動ファイナンス：理論と実践
Climate Finance: Theory and Practice

(World Scientifi c Series on the Economics of Climate Change, )

 pages    :    World Scientifi c
Hardback 9789814641807 ¥19,390    

How is the struggle against climate change fi nanced This book gives 
an overview of the key debates that have emerged in the fi eld of 
climate fi nance, including those concerned with effi  ciency, equity, 
justice, and contribution to the public good between developed 
and developing countries.  





Martinez, J. Michael

環境持続可能性とアメリカの行政：過去、現在、未来
Environmental Sustainability and American Public 
Administration: Past, Present, and Future

 pages    :    Lexington Books
Hardback 9781498509664 US$95.00    

This book discusses the many meanings of “sustainability,” explores 
the importance of economics in environmental policy-making, and 
highlights the schools of thought in environmental ethics. It con-
cludes that public administrators can play an important role in en-
suring that environmental sustainability is an integral part of Ameri-
can government.  

Milstein, Tema et al. (ed.)  

Environmental Communication Pedagogy and Practice
(Routledge Studies in Environmental Communication and Media)

 pages    :    Routledge
Hardback 9781138673090 £90.00        

Nagtzaam, Gerry

環境保護活動から環境テロへ
From Environmental Action to Ecoterrorism? Towards 
a Process Theory of Environmental and Animal Rights 
Oriented Political Violence

 pages    :    Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781849801195 £95.00    

This book scrutinizes the growth of the ecoterrorism movement 
operating on a global scale, focusing on the main groups and their 
more radical off shoots, both historically and currently active.  

Powell, Richard  

Arctic Futures: The New Geopolitics of Energy
 pages    :    I.B. Tauris

Hardback 9781848853805 £45.00        

Probyn, Elspeth

海を食する
Eating the Ocean

 pages    :    Duke U.P.
Hardback 9780822362135 US$79.95
Paperback 9780822362357 US$22.95

Moving away from a simplifi ed food politics that is largely land 
based, Elspeth Probyn looks at food politics from an ocean-centric 
perspective by tracing the global movement of several marine spe-
cies to explore the complex and entangled relationship between 
humans and fi sh.  

Sandoval, Israel Solorio et al. (ed.)  

A Guide to Renewable Energy Policy in the EU
 pages    :    Edward Elgar

Hardback 9781783471553 £70.00        

Sikor, Thomas & Dorondel, Stefan  

When Things Become Property: Land Reform, Authority 
and Value in Postsocialist Europe and Asia

(Max Planck Studies in Anthropology and Economy, )

 pages    :    Berghahn
Hardback 9781785334511 US$120.00
Paperback 9781785335587 US$34.95    

Tvedt, Terje & Oestigaard, Terje (ed.)  

Water and Food Security: Resource Management and 
Agricultural Production in Africa

 pages    :    I.B. Tauris
Hardback 9781784534554 £85.00        

Watt, Laura Alice

保全のパラドックス：ポイントレイズ国定海岸の原野と変化する風景
The Paradox of Preservation: Wilderness and Working 
Landscapes at Point Reyes National Seashore

 pages    :    U. of California Pr.
Hardback 9780520277076 US$85.00
Paperback 9780520277083 US$26.95

Point Reyes National Seashore has a long history as a working land-
scape; yet, since  it has also been managed as a National Sea-
shore. This title chronicles how national ideals about what a park 
“ought to be” have developed over time and what happens when 
these ideals are implemented by the National Park Service (NPS).  

Welburn, Dominic  

Rawls and the Environmental Crisis
(Routledge Explorations in Environmental Studies)

 pages    :    Routledge
Hardback 9780415721721 £90.00        

Weston, Kath

生命ある惑星：生態学的に傷んだハイテク世界における生を理屈抜き
に感じ取るには
Animate Planet: Making Visceral Sense of Living in a High-
Tech Ecologically Damaged World

(Anima)

 pages    :    Duke U.P.
Hardback 9780822362104 US$89.95
Paperback 9780822362326 US$24.95

Kath Weston addresses the emergence of a new animism in the con-
text of food, energy, water, and climate to trace how new intimacies 
between humans, animals, and the environment are emerging as 
people attempt to understand how the high-tech ecologically dam-
aged world they have made is remaking them.  

Wu, Wen-Jie  

Economics of Planning Policies in China: Infrastructure, 
Location and Cities

(Regions and Cities)

 pages    :    Routledge
Hardback 9781138790452 £95.00        

Yuan, Yan-Ping (ed.)  

New Energy and Sustainable Development—Proceedings 
of 2016 International Conference (NESD 2016)

 pages    :    World Scientifi c
Hardback 9789813142572 ¥32,490                    

労働・雇用・労使関係

Alemdaroglu, Ayca  

Youth Unemployment in Turkey: Social Inequality, 
Education and Politics

 pages    :    I.B. Tauris
Hardback 9781784536145 £64.00        
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of 2016 International Conference (NESD 2016)
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労働・雇用・労使関係

Alemdaroglu, Ayca  

Youth Unemployment in Turkey: Social Inequality, 
Education and Politics

 pages    :    I.B. Tauris
Hardback 9781784536145 £64.00        





Ambrose, Linda M & Jensen, Joan M (ed.)  

Women in Agriculture: Professionalizing Rural Life in North 
America and Europe, 1880–1965

 pages    :    Univ. of Iowa Pr.    
Paperback 9781609384722 US$65.00    

Anker, Richard

世界の生活賃金
Living Wages Around the World

 pages    :    Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781786431455 £90.00
Paperback 9781786431479 £30.00

Wages are the main determinant of living standards for the vast ma-
jority of workers and families around the world.  

Baird, Marian et al. (ed.)  

Women, Work and Care in the Asia-Paci� c
(ASAA Women in Asia Series)

 pages    :    Routledge
Hardback 9781138119048 £95.00        

Chance, Helena / Breward, Christopher (ed.)

庭園の中の工場：産業化時代からデジタル時代への企業造園史
The Factory in a Garden: A History of Corporate Landscapes 
from the Industrial to the Digital Age

(Studies in Design and Material Culture)

 pages    :    Manchester U.P.
Hardback 9781784993009 £75.00    

This book aims to explore the designed landscapes associated with 
factories and corporations in the UK and US created since the in-
dustrial revolution.  It is largely historical, focusing on the period 
between  and  but it comes right up to date with initia-
tives such as secret gardens and vegetable allotments at the London 
Google offi  ces.  

Dossa, Parin & Coe, Cati (ed.)  

Transnational Aging and Recon� gurations of Kin Work
(Global Perspectives on Aging)

 pages    :    Rutgers U.P.
Hardback 9780813588087 US$95.00
Paperback 9780813588070 US$29.95    

Hicks, Marie  

Programmed Inequality: How Britain Discarded Women 
Technologists and Lost its Edge in Computing

(History of Computing)

 pages    :    MIT Pr.
Hardback 9780262035545 US$40.00        

Hvinden, Bjorn & Halvorsen, Rune (ed.)  

Youth, Diversity and Employment: Comparative 
Perspectives on Labour Market Policies

 pages    :    Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781783475995 £70.00        

Loo, Sai  

Creative Working in the Knowledge Economy
(Routledge Advances in Organizational Learning and Knowledge 
Management)

 pages    :    Routledge
Hardback 9781138211391 £95.00        

McCarthy, Michael A.  

Dismantling Solidarity: Capitalist Politics and American 
Pensions Since the New Deal

 pages    :    ILR Pr.
Hardback 9780801454226 US$89.95
Paperback 9781501713170 US$29.95    

Meagher, Kate & Bolt, Maxim (ed.)  

Globalisation, Economic Inclusion and African Workers: 
Making the Right Connections

 pages    :    Routledge
Hardback 9781138218949 £90.00        

Nair, Manjusha  

Undervalued Dissent: Informal Workers’ Politics in India
(SUNY Series in Global Modernity)

 pages    :    State U. of New York
Hardback 9781438462455 US$85.00        

Schiavone, Michael  

Austerity and the Labor Movement
 pages    :    State U. of New York

Hardback 9781438462936 US$85.00        

Singh, Deepak  

How May I Help You?: An Immigrant’s Journey from MBA to 
Minimum Wage

 pages    :    U. of California Pr.
Hardback 9780520293304 US$85.00
Paperback 9780520293311 US$24.95    

Spitko, E. Gary

役割モデルの職業における反同性愛の偏見
Antigay Bias in Role-Model Occupations

(Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights)

 pages    :    Univ. of Penn. Pr.
Hardback 9780812248708 US$65.00    

Combining the stories of LGBT trailblazers with analysis of histori-
cal data, anecdotal evidence, research, and literature, this is the fi rst 
book to explore in a comprehensive fashion the broad eff ects of 
sexual orientation discrimination in role-model occupations well 
beyond its individual victims.              

社会学・人類学・社会理論

Sunna, Claudia  

Population, Development and Welfare in the History of 
Economic Thought

(Routledge Studies in the History of Economics)

 pages    :    Routledge
Hardback 9780415362788 £85.00                    

互助組織・親睦団体

Jossa, Bruno  

Labour Managed Firms and Post-Capitalism
(Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy)

 pages    :    Routledge
Hardback 9781138237568 £105.00        
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Sunna, Claudia  
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互助組織・親睦団体

Jossa, Bruno  

Labour Managed Firms and Post-Capitalism
(Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy)

 pages    :    Routledge
Hardback 9781138237568 £105.00        





Rakopoulos, Theodoros  

From Clans to Co-Ops: Con� scated Ma� a Land in Sicily
(The Human Economy, )

 pages    :    Berghahn
Hardback 9781785334009 US$95.00                    

政治理論・思想・イデオロギー

Karakatsanis, Leonidas & Papadogiannis, Nikolaos (ed.)  

Politics of Culture in Turkey, Greece & Cyprus: Performing 
the Left Since the Sixties

(Routledge Advances in Mediterranean Studies)

 pages    :    Routledge
Hardback 9781138914452 £90.00        

Moraglio, Massimo / O’Laughlin, Erin (trans.)

現代を操る：技術、エキスパート、政治、ファシスト高速道路  
1922～1943年
Driving Modernity: Technology, Experts, Politics, and 
Fascist Motorways, 1922–1943

(Explorations in Mobility, )

 pages    :    Berghahn
Hardback 9781785334498 US$110.00    

Driving Modernity recounts the history of the fi rst Italian motorway, 
which-alongside railways and aviation-Italian authorities hoped 
would spread an ideology of technological nationalism.  

Murthy, Viren & Joyce, C. H. Liu (ed.)  

East-Asian Marxisms and Their Trajectories
(Interventions)

 pages    :    Routledge
Hardback 9781138919846 £90.00        

Roberts, William Clare  

Marx’s Inferno: The Political Theory of Capital
 pages    :    Princeton U.P.

Hardback 9780691172903 ¥4,500                    

生態学・生物資源

Finley, Carmel

海上のすべての船：政府補助金はどのように世界規模の魚の乱獲をも
たらしたか
All the Boats on the Ocean: How Government Subsidies Led 
to Global Over� shing

 pages    :    Univ. of Chicago Pr.
Hardback 9780226443379 ¥5,400    

Looking across politics, economics, and biology, All the Boats on the 
Ocean casts a wide net to reveal how the subsidy-driven expansion 
of fi sheries in the Pacifi c during the Cold War led to the growth of 
fi sheries science and the creation of international fi sheries manage-
ment. Nevertheless, the seas are far from calm: in a world where this 
technologically advanced industry has enabled nations to colonize 
the oceans, fi sh literally have no place left to hide, and the future of 
the seas and their fi sh stocks is uncertain.  

Hinchliff e, Steve et al.

病理学的生活：病気、空間、生物政治学
Pathological Lives: Disease, Space and Biopolitics

(RGS-IBG Book Series)

 pages    :    Wiley
Hardback 9781118997598 US$94.95
Paperback 9781118997604 US$39.95

Pandemics, epidemics and food borne diseases have become one 
of the key challenges for contemporary global society. The central 
claim of Pathological Lives is that any solution off ered to these kinds 
of emerging and often communicable diseases requires a broad-
based geographical scrutiny.  

Lymbery, Philip

デッドゾーン：野生動物のいたところ
Dead Zone: Where the Wild Things Were

 pages    :    Bloomsbury Academic    
Paperback 9781408868263 £12.99

Climate change and habitat destruction are not the only culprits 
behind so many animals facing extinction. Dead Zone takes us on 
an eye-opening investigative journey across the globe, focussing on 
a dozen iconic species one-by-one and looking in each case at the 
role that industrial farming is playing in their plight.  

新シリーズの紹介：一大産業の経済学（アジェンダ出版）
The Economics of Big Business (Agenda Publishing)
 （本シリーズとアジェンダ出版については２～４ページをご覧ください。）

This series of books provides short, accessible introductions to the economics of major business sector—
from airlines to supermarkets, music to pharmaceuticals—explaining how they function and operate. 
Drawing on case-study material where appropriate, each book examines their business model and eco-
nomic strategy, how they compete, price, seek effi  ciencies, manage suppliers, and maximise productivity. 
They explore the determinants of profi tability, how margin is calculated and cash managed. Each book 
considers the unique issues facing each sector’s future, as well as more general cross-sector challenges, 
which may be ethical, technological, or environmental. The series will also explore wider questions thrown 
up by the concentration of economic power, such as the impact on labour, consumers and investors, and 
the infl uence corporations have on government policy.

Titles
· The Economics of Airlines (forthcoming) by Volodymyr Bilotkach
· The Economics of Arms by Keith Hartley  (see page )

· The Economics of Music by Peter Tschmuck (see page )

· The Economics of Oil and Gas (forthcoming) by Xiaoyi Mu
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Climate change and habitat destruction are not the only culprits 
behind so many animals facing extinction. Dead Zone takes us on 
an eye-opening investigative journey across the globe, focussing on 
a dozen iconic species one-by-one and looking in each case at the 
role that industrial farming is playing in their plight.  

新シリーズの紹介：一大産業の経済学（アジェンダ出版）
The Economics of Big Business (Agenda Publishing)
 （本シリーズとアジェンダ出版については２～４ページをご覧ください。）

This series of books provides short, accessible introductions to the economics of major business sector—
from airlines to supermarkets, music to pharmaceuticals—explaining how they function and operate. 
Drawing on case-study material where appropriate, each book examines their business model and eco-
nomic strategy, how they compete, price, seek effi  ciencies, manage suppliers, and maximise productivity. 
They explore the determinants of profi tability, how margin is calculated and cash managed. Each book 
considers the unique issues facing each sector’s future, as well as more general cross-sector challenges, 
which may be ethical, technological, or environmental. The series will also explore wider questions thrown 
up by the concentration of economic power, such as the impact on labour, consumers and investors, and 
the infl uence corporations have on government policy.

Titles
· The Economics of Airlines (forthcoming) by Volodymyr Bilotkach
· The Economics of Arms by Keith Hartley  (see page )

· The Economics of Music by Peter Tschmuck (see page )Peter Tschmuck (see page )Peter Tschmuck
· The Economics of Oil and Gas (forthcoming) by Xiaoyi Mu
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1,050 pages

Hardback
9789813100398
¥117,250
*Special price 
until 2017.04.30 
(after ¥144,100)

December 2016
1,632 pages

Hardback
9789814713689
¥129,690
*Special price 
until 2017.02.28 
(after ¥157,200)

WORLD SCIENTIFIC

中国とインドの経済：協力と対立
The Economies of China and India: 
Cooperation and Con� ict
Edited by John Whalley, et al.

China and India, the two largest developing countries, are developing rapidly both 
inside themselves and towards global markets. Are these two economies dual or 
dueling? This -volume set tries to answer this question by providing comprehen-
sive analyses scoping varied economic issues. This set covers both China’s and In-
dia’s strategies and objectives in international governance, their bilateral and mul-
tilateral trade agreement negotiations, fi nancial liberalization, growth prospects, 
rural development and agriculture, income distribution, labor market mechanism, 
manufacturing and competitiveness upgrading, as well as environmental and oth-
er social issues.

WORLD SCIENTIFIC

グローバルな変化の時代における 天然資源と環境政
策レファレンス　全４巻
The WSPC Reference of Natural 
Resources and Environmental Policy in 
the Era of Global Change  4 volume set

Edited by Felix Munoz Garcia, et al.

This set provides a comprehensive and prominent reference of various highly 
authoritative volumes of long-term scientifi c value, for milestone concepts and 
theories. The books in the reference set are edited by leading experts in the fi elds 
of: Game Theory, International Relations and Global Politics, Computable General 
Equilibrium (CGE): Economy-Wide Modeling, and Experimental Economics.Policy 
implications are addressed, including current challenges and future perspectives.
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